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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
All switches have default bridge priorities, and originate
BPDUs with MAC addresses as indicated. The numbers shown are
STP link metrics. Which two ports are in blocking state after
STP converges? (Choose two.)

A. the port
B. the port
C. the port
D. the port
Answer: A,C
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NEW QUESTION: 2
With respect to both reproduction cost and replacement cost,
which element of cost should be considered in the analysis?
A. Direct costs
B. Entrepreneurial incentive
C. Developer's profit
D. All of the above
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Exhibit:
Iceland spar, a form of calcite, is transparent and colorless.
It is used in some optical equipment such as special
microscopes. Which characteristic describes Iceland spar?
A. a liquid at 70(degrees) F
B. a chalky powder
C. extremely toxic
D. very pure
E. highly water-soluble
Answer: D
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